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Medicare Part D Drug Tutorial

October , 2019

The following tutorial provides a step by step guide to using the Medicare.gov 
website for investigating Part D Drug Insurers (aka Part D Plan Finder) which is all 
new for 2020. This tutorial only covers Part D plans.  

The presentation uses the actual pages of the Medicare.gov website along with 
explanations to guide you through the process of pricing your drugs and selecting 
an insurance provider. The Medicare site (Medicare.gov.) is easy to use, but this 
presentation gives more explanations regarding the details and rules for Medicare’s 
Part D drug program. The Medicare.gov website was completely revised in October, 
2019. It is recommended that you log in using your Medicare online log in or 
request one after opening entering site, refer to the directions in this tutorial.

After noting the disclaimer language below, you are invited to proceed to the next 
page.

This presentation provides information for the benefit of National Chrysler Retirement Organization (NCRO) members to assist in the 
navigation of the Medicare Part D website. While every effort has been made to provide only the most accurate information, NCRO does 
not guarantee that the information will always be current. NCRO makes no warranties, express or implied, as to the fitness of the 
information for any purpose, or to results obtained by individuals using the information and is not responsible for any action taken in 
reliance on the information. The information is not legal, insurance or other professional advice. This presentation is the property of NCRO 
and distribution beyond NCRO members is not authorized.

Copyright 2019 National Chrysler Retirement Organization                                                                                                                 1.
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Not all Medicare seniors need a separate or standalone Part D insurance 
plan. If you are enrolled in a Medicare Advantage Plan, it will probably 
already include Part D drug coverage. And it follows the same rules as the 
standalone Part D drug plan. Those rules are explained in this 
presentation.

However, if you are enrolling in an Advantage Plan, it is important that you 
also input your drug information when pricing out your plan. The medical 
premium, the deductibles and co pays are not the only consideration. You 
need to understand your drugs costs as well. It can make a big difference. 
An insurer may be less for medical, but not when you factor in drug costs. 
Advantage Plans use Part D drug rules.

If you enroll in a Medicare Supplemental Plan also called a Medigap Plan, 
then you will need to also enroll in a standalone Part D drug plan to cover 
your prescription drugs. About 50% of our retirees have an Advantage Plan 
and 50% have a Medigap Plan.

.                                                                                                                            2.
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The Medicare.gov website allows the user to input their drug list and then 
determine which Part D insurer (including your current insurer) best suits your 
needs in terms of cost and convenience. If you have few or no brand drugs your 
costs could differ significantly compared to someone taking brand drugs

You should enroll in a drug plan during your Initial Enrollment Period (IEP). You 
may owe a Late Enrollment Penalty (LEP) if at any time after your IEP is over, 
there is a period of 63 or more days in a row when you don’t have Part D or 
other creditable prescription drug coverage. The penalty is 1% per month or 
12% for every year you wait to enroll. This means your monthly premium will be 
higher when you finally do enroll, 12% of $32.74 (National base premium in 
2020) or $3.93 per month times each year you wait. You pay the premium plus 
the penalty amount. If you are eligible for “Extra Help” you don’t pay a late 
enrollment penalty.
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If you would prefer not to investigate how to personally enroll in a Part D 
drug plan using this Medicare website tutorial for whatever reason, then 
there is another easy option.
You can simply contact one of the Medicare Insurance Consultants we have 
listed on this website. Their presentations of their services are also 
available on the site.

They have spoken at several of our seminars in the past and we highly 
recommend them. There is no cost to you to use them to investigate your 
least cost insurer. They may also use the Medicare.gov site to price your 
drugs. Their primary support for us is with Advantage and Medigap Plans 
but also will enroll you in Part D.                           
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Many retirees don’t realize that Part D drug insurance premiums and 
copays can vary significantly between different insurers. Insurers have 
varying premiums, varying deductibles, varying pricing tiers, and even vary 
as to which drugs they will insure called their formulary. This makes it 
impossible to choose the least cost insurer without pricing out your 
specific drugs. 

A spouse or friend’s insurer may not be the least cost insurer for you. 
Some insurers may require prior doctor authorization before they will fill a 
script for a specific drug. Some insurers may request that you to try a 
lower cost drug before allowing a brand drug even with a doctor’s 
prescription for the brand drug.

You also need to be sure your pharmacy is a preferred provider with your 
insurer or you will pay more. The website will tell you if you are using a 
preferred retail provider. 



You can change Part D providers every year, if desired during the annual 
election period which is October 15th to December 7th of each year. 
However, if you are just now turning 65, then you are eligible to enroll at 
that time. Also, if you have creditable coverage that discontinues, and are 
enrolling in Medicare, you can enroll at that time. You can also change 
plans if a Qualifying Event (such as moving to another state) occurs. 
Anytime you are eligible to move from an Advantage Plan to a Medigap 
Plan you can enroll in a Part D plan.

Once you have tried using this website, you will find it easier to navigate. 
Your drug lists, of course, will be different than the examples used in this 
presentation, as will your costs and your least cost insurer choices.

The slides use an example based on a real drug list but of course your 
costs will be different since your drugs differ. The slides will show the 
significant cost differences between insurers. If you have all generic drugs, 
your costs will be significantly lower, than someone with brand drugs. 
Many generic drugs are free with some insurers.
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You can use the Medicare website to review your insurer alternatives and 
choose the lowest cost insurer for yourself and your spouse, including 
deciding between using mail order or a retail pharmacy.  With mail order, 
you will need to allow more lead time. 

More often now it appears that a retail pharmacy will be no more 
expensive than mail order, in some cases they are less. Most plans allow a 
90 day retail supply at the pharmacy. However, using a plan’s mail order 
pharmacy may be less, so you have to check both retail and mail order and 
make the comparison. 

The site now lists your current insurer (if you already have been on a plan) 
and the costs. This allows you to easily check out how your existing Part D 
insurer compares in cost to other insurers. You can also do “what if “ 
scenarios to check the pricing by entering a drug to see how it would affect 
your total costs.

There are several factors that can influence your drug costs
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1st. Pricing: Unfortunately, different insurers will charge differing prices for the 
same drugs. They also vary their premiums, deductibles and copays.

2nd The Formulary: The listing of drugs a particular insurer will cover is called 
their formulary and there is no true consistency between insurers. Some 
exclude specific drugs or restrict the quantity that can be obtained. If a drug is 
not covered by your insurer’s formulary, you will pay 100% of the cost, so it is 
important to verify that all your drugs are covered by your insurer. Note that 
Part D insurance does not cover most over the counter drugs like Tylenol, 
vitamins, etc.

3rd. The Tiers: For purposes of pricing, insurers classify their covered drugs into 
several tiers. For example, most insurers classify preferred generic drugs as Tier 
1.  non preferred generic drugs as Tier 2, preferred brand drugs as Tier 3, non 
preferred brand drugs as Tier 4 and specialty drugs as Tier 5. Most use 5 tiers, 
but then can vary which tier they use for a specific drug. Some insurers move 
their drugs between tiers year to year to improve their pricing.

Depending upon which tier classification the insurer uses for your specific drug, 
will determine your co-pay amount. The higher the tier the higher the cost to 
you. 8.
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There are  4 Part D Coverage Stages:

Stage 1          Yearly Deductible … you pay your deductible, if your plan has one. In most plans a 
deductible does not apply until you first order a brand drug. In 2020, many insurers will have a 
deductible of $435. Some have lowered them for 2020. Not every insured requires a 
deductible, but then their premium may be higher. 

Stage 2           Initial Coverage … you pay your copays based on your drugs’ tier and their copay 
percent. You are in this stage until the total cost of your drugs reaches $4,020. This amount 
includes your costs (excluding the premium) plus the  insurer’s costs for your drugs. You will 
receive a monthly statement telling you which stage you are in and how much has been spent 
by both you and the insurer.

Stage 3           Coverage Gap … also called the “Donut Hole”
In this stage you pay 100% of the drug cost, but the cost is discounted 70% by the   drug 
manufacturer plus 5% by the plan so for brand drugs you actually pay 25% of the cost and for 
generic drugs 25% (discounted 75%).
You are in this stage until your credited costs reach $6,350. However, you get cost credit for the 
70% Mfg’sbrand discount as well as your drug costs in Stage 1 and 2.                                 
Confusing ? The next slide has an example:

9.
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“Donut Hole” Example…Brand Drugs

Brand Drug Cost                         $1,000
Drug Mfg. Discount 70%                   $   700
Drug Plan Discount    5%                   $     50        $700 + $250 = $950
Your Drug Cost            25%                $ 250

Amount counted towards the $6,350 Donut Hole in this example is $950. Monies 
spent by you in stages 1 and 2 also count towards the $6,350. (except premiums)

Stage 4          Catastrophic Coverage 

Once you have been credited with $6,350 in spending, you enter the Catastrophic 
Coverage stage for the balance of the year where you usually pay 5% (or $8.50 Brand, 
$3.40 Generic), whichever is greater, of the cost of any drug. Depending upon your 
drug costs, the calendar year may end before you reach all of these various stages. 
Each January 1st your cost stages will start over. Could pay to defer a refill from 

December to January if the supply on hand is sufficient.

10.
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Depending upon how an insurer sets drug prices, establishes formularies or 
selects tiers, your drug costs can vary significantly and result in your entering 
the so called “donut hole” much sooner than with other insurers. The 
website detail tells you if you will reach the donut hole.

Most insurers charge a deductible, but a few do not. However, the best way 
to choose your provider is based on total costs including the drugs, the 
premium and the deductible (the drug cost will include the deductible). 
You will may need to use a different insurer than your spouse to minimize 
your individual drug costs, that’s ok. Also, you do not need to use the same 
insurer you use as your Medigap insurer. 

If you choose a pharmacy for receiving your drugs, it is important that you 
use your insurers’ “preferred”  pharmacy to obtain the lowest price. The 
website will indicate if the pharmacy(s) you have chosen is “preferred” or 
“standard” for the particular insurer you are considering. You can also refer 
to the insurer’s website. 

11.
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With a new insurer, you will need to provide new prescriptions for mail 
orders. If using a new pharmacy they can be transferred from current 
pharmacy. If you are using the same preferred pharmacy, you should not 
need new prescriptions written but they need to know about your new 
insurer.

In some cases, with a generic drug where the pharmacy offers the drug 
for a few dollars, regardless of your insurance, you could consider buying 
the drug and not using your Part D insurance plan, especially if you are at 
risk of entering the Donut Hole.   Make the comparison. Check out 
GoodRx.com, Costco or Meijers for example.

It is recommended that once you have selected a Part D 
insurer using this website, you also visit the insurer’s website 
or contact them by phone to verify the total drug costs you 
have identified using the Medicare.gov. site. 
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You can enroll online or by phone using the contact numbers for the insurers 
that are shown for the insurer you select. Our recommended consultants will 
also enroll you.

You have several options for paying the premium, a deduction from your 
Social Security income, a credit card, by mail with a check, or an auto 
deduction from your checking account or credit card.

You are eligible to change your Part D plan every year during the Annual 
Election Period (AEP). If you are changing Part D plans, you do not need to 
notify your prior insurer, your new insurer will do this for you.                                                            
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Many insurers are accepted as the preferred providers at the major brand 
pharmacies, but with more insurers doing specific tie ins with pharmacies it is 
important to check. If you have a second residence for part of the year you 
may want to make sure you have a pharmacy available that is a preferred 
provider, if possible.

Again, you also have the option to contact the Medicare Insurance Consultants 
(at no cost to you).  listed under the Insurance Committee tab on the NCRO 
website. They will usually use this same process and website to help you.

Finally, the next several pages walk you through the Medicare.gov website 
along with instructions in the right hand column. The slides have arrows to 
help direct you

The site is, for the most part, intuitive and by reading carefully you will be able 
to do your analysis.

14.



If you prefer, you can appoint an authorized representative to help you choose a Part D 
drug insurer. An authorized representative can be one of the Healthcare Consultants we 
have recommended on the NCRO website. To appoint a representative, click on the My 
Account tab once you have logged into the site, otherwise you can ignore this message.

1512
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When you log into the Medicare.gov site this is the first page you will view.. It is recommended that you choose “Log 
in / Create Account” by clicking on the lower right box. This tutorial was written with the assumption you will log 
in or create an account and then log in.

If you choose “Find 2020 Health & Drug Plans” you will be given the option of  “Continue without logging in” on the 
next page. If you do choose to continue without logging in, follow the prompts. You will be able to retrieve prior drug 
lists you may have created by choosing “Find your saved drug list”. This feature is only available until 12/07/2019.

16.166
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If you have previously enrolled with Medicare online, enter that user name and password  and click on “Log 
in”. Otherwise you will need to create one by clicking on “Create Account” at the bottom of this page, see 
arrow.
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If you choose “Create Account” this page will appear. Use this page to get a user 
name and password which can be used here and whenever you want to access 
any of your Medicare information online. The page is longer than shown here, 
you will need your Medicare ID and enrollment date to complete this form. 
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After login this page will show your current plan. On this page select 
“Find and Compare 2020 Plans” , see arrow.

19
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Select “Drug plan (Part D), then you will be asked to enter your zip code.  Then 
click on your highlighted zip code Then the word “Next will appear at bottom of 
page (not shown here), click on it. 

1
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This page will list the current drug list Medicare has on file for you 
(new feature), or what you newly inputted. Not this list. You can 
edit the list by adding or subtracting drugs or by changing the 
quantity or dosage. At the bottom, choose  “Add Another Drug” or 
Done”

21.
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If you choose to edit your drug list this page will appear and allow you to change the 
Dosage, the Quantity or the Frequency. When done, choose Add to My Drug List. You 
can continue to edit, add, or delete drugs based on what you select. When you are 
satisfied with your list choose “Done”.

2222
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If you choose to add a drug to your list this page will appear and enable you 
to add a drug by starting to type the drug name and the system will make a 
guess. You can then click on Add Drug. Then choose “Add another Drug” or 
“Done”. ”
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This page allows you to select up to 3 pharmacies. However if you select 2 pharmacies and “add Mail order to 
my pharmacies” you will also see the mail order cost for the insurer (recommended).Later the detail will show 
whether the pharmacies you selected are standard or preferred. A preferred pharmacy will charge you less for 
your drugs. Mail order may or may not be less depending upon the insurer. Click on “Done” after your 

selections”. allallows age allows 
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This page shows your current insurer’s cost for 2020. The premium in this example is $31.20 with 
Humana Basic Rx. The deductible is $435 and the annual retail cost including premium, 
deductible and drug costs is $919.31. Using mail order with this insurer is $863.62. Below this 
info and shown on next page will be a listing of 30 Plans (Michigan), each state will have their 
own list. Remember, your insurer list will be different than shown here since you probably have 
different drugs than this example.
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It is suggested that you select “Sort plans by” ” Lowest drug + premium cost” (see arrow) That will 
allow you to see the least cost insurers in order by their total costs (10 to a page). If your current 
insurer were shown here first then you probably wouldn’t need to change your existing plan..  Also 
“Added to compare “ has been selected so, as you will see later, allows you to compare 2 other 
insurers to your current insurer. Your current insurer has been automatically selected on the prior 
page. Once you have selected at least one plan (can choose two) to compare, select “Compare at 
the bottom right of the page. For comparing, you may find it easier to just toggle down this page.
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Once you select “Compare” you will view a comparison between the plan(s) you selected 
and your current plan assuming you have one. You can select “Plan Detail” to view more 
info on a particular plan including cost per drug and monthly costs. If you have made a 
decision, you can also select “Enroll” (available on several pages) which is easily done 
online. Your new insurer will cancel your prior insurer for you. 
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On the same page as the comparison if you move down the page you will be able to 
compare costs between the pharmacies you have chosen as well as mail order. If one of 
your drugs is not covered, it will be noted under “Drugs covered/Not covered” Note that 
some pharmacies are considered standard and some preferred which will affect your drug 
costs. Note the costs shown here do not include the premium cost. The cost times 12 
months needs to be considered. The page with the list of individual insurers shown earlier 
does include total costs as noted.  
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Concluding Remarks

This presentation hopefully enables you to better understand how to 
use the Medicare.gov site to investigate your drug costs and choose 
the lowest cost provider. It has been updated for the new 2020 
Medicare.gov Part D Plan Finder which includes 2020 drug costs and 
premiums. Drug and insurer costs in this tutorial are intended to be 
representative. You must actually input your drugs and review your 
choices using the Medicare.gov. website. It is also recommended 
that you confirm your insurer’s information with the insurer by 
visiting their website or calling them.

The Medicare.gov website for Part D is new and could get modified. 
If you encounter problems, questions or concerns when using this 
tutorial, please contact the NCRO Insurance committee at 
InsCom@NCRO.org.
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